UPGRADE INSTRUCTIONS

These are the upgraded changes included with your Kayak. After watching the Instruction video for basic assembly use this guide to properly clamp the new Side Lever Clamps, install the new Foam Side Rails, and secure the New Seat.

NEW SIDE LEVER CLAMPS

The new lever clamps are similar to the “lever locks” in the video, except they now have toggle clamps to secure instead of a clip. With the LEVER CLAMP in the open position and pointed AWAY from the CATCH flip the lever clamp toward the catch to create the side fold (just like the levers in the video).

Hook onto the CATCH and close the clamp.
NEXT, ATTACH FOAM SIDE RAILS AS IN VIDEO

After you slide the Foam Rails over the side you will see 4 BUNGEE loops with hooks. Grab the hook and pull it over the Foam Side Rail and insert the end of the hook into the “Lock Hasp” on the Clamp to secure the clamp from opening or coming undone when in use.

(Helper hint) Be sure the cord for the fin is not under the Bungee. You want the Fin cord to be on the outside of the Bungee so it does not prevent you from dropping the fin down.

NEXT SET UP AND SECURE SEAT

There are two tabs at the bottom of the Kayak with Slots in them. Starting at one tab feed your Velcro Strap with the SOFT FUZZY SIDE DOWN through the slot as shown and then through the other slot as shown.
NEXT LAY THE SEAT DOWN FLAT WITH THE BACK AT THE FIN END
Center the middle panel of the seat over the Strap then flip the seat bottom over on top of the middle panel.
Take the Velcro end of the Strap and feed it through the metal end to cinch the seat down.

Attach the Shoulder Strap to the back of the seat with the Velcro. Hook each end of the Shoulder strap (now a back support strap) to the black C-rings on the outside of both sides.

You can adjust your position and back support by where you slide the seat (forward or back) and cinch down with the strap. You can also adjust the length of the back support strap.

TO FOLD BACK UP. USE THE SAME TECHNIQUE AS IN THE VIDEO, BUT START THE FOLDS AT THE FRONT END OF THE KAYAK.